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      ANCESTORS: Making Ancestors: the politics of death in prehistoric Europe
  
  
      The above photo shows: A left lateral aspect of a cranium from Catignano (a Middle Neolithic village in Abruzzo), showing two healing trepanations on the left parietal bone and healed fracture on the left frontal and parietal bones of a 40-50 year old female How did politics and inequality work in...  
  

      
      
      ArchBiMod – Agent-Based Modelling to assess the quality and bias of the archaeological record
  
  
      Archaeological data is often biased and incomplete. This is a well-known issue for most archaeologists. Although studies of specific sites and small regions can have this into account, the effect of this problem increases exponentially as archaeologists expand their chronological and geographic...  
  

      
      
      B-CARED
  
  
      The bioarchaeological characterization of disabled individuals from the past is particularly challenging because it pushes the boundaries of the interpretation of pathologies recognisable on human remains. With my project, namely B-CARED, I will investigate the bioarchaeological approaches for...  
  

      
      
      Bodies Matter: A Comparative Approach to Colonial Borderlands
  
  
      ‘BODIES MATTER’ focuses on the material culture of bodies (and the self) in colonial borderlands by comparing three frontiers at various periods and geographies: the Spanish Empire’s southern borderland in the Americas in the AD 16th-19th century, the Punic western Mediterranean in the 6th-2nd...  
  

      
      
      ENCOUNTER
  
  
      ENCOUNTER investigates the Jomon-Yayoi transition, a demic and cultural diffusion event that led the predominantly hunting, gathering, and fishing-based communities of the Japanese islands to adopt rice and millet farming during the 1st millennium BC.  
  

      
      
      ENTANGLED: Entangled materialities and new global histories from southern Africa
  
  
      Research into global connections, which formed the basis for the spread of objects, ideas, innovations, religions and empires, continues to fundamentally shape our understanding of the development of contemporary society. While the historiography of global connections is dominated by a European...  
  

      
      
      FRAGSUS: Fragility and Sustainability in the restricted island environments of Malta
  
  
      Study of the sustainability and subsequent radical change amongst the Maltese Temple Building populations of prehistoric Malta in the 4th and 3rd millennia BC.  
  

      
      
      Historical East African Archaeology and Theory (HEAAT)
  
  
      HEAAT aims to develop a multidisciplinary, theory-focused and data-driven research framework and agenda for East African historical archaeology that will privilege the research of the internal dynamics of African communities and account for the region’s history of complex identities. By...  
  

      
      
      No dollar too dark: free trade, piracy, privateering and illegal slave trading in the northeast Caribbean, early 19th century
  
  
      This project integrates maritime archaeology, history, geophysical survey and anthropology to investigate illicit trade between the Caribbean islands St. Eustatius, Saba, St. Thomas, St. Bartholomew and St. Maarten from 1816 to c.1840 with the aim of understanding: -The entanglements between...  
  

      
      
      PLOMAT Plotting the material flows of commonplace Late Bronze Age Seals in Western Eurasia
  
  
      The aim of PLOMAT, an innovative project on commonplace cylinder seals of Late Bronze Age Western Eurasia, is to offer new perspectives on the study of non-élite populations and the small-scale networks that operated at a time of art internationalization in the ancient world. PLOMAT will map the...  
  

      
      
      Pastoralist Mobility, Diet, and Resilience in East Africa: Developing Deep Time Historical Ecologies of Sustainability
  
  
      This project is a response to calls to build long-term sustainability and resilience into pastoral social-ecological systems in sub-Saharan Africa through provision of deep histories of human-environment interactions. It focuses on collecting and analysing archaeological and related data on the...  
  

      
      
      REVERSEACTION: Reverse engineering collective action: complex technologies in stateless societies
  
  
      Cooperation is a markedly human mix of innate and learned behaviour, and a key to tackling some of our greatest concerns. Paradoxically, studies of social dynamics often focus on hierarchies, state formation and political structures ruled by coercive power, with comparatively little regard to the...  
  

      
      
      Reinvigorating Scandinavian Research in African Archaeology
  
  
      As part of the international campaign to salvage sites threatened by construction of the second Aswan High Dam in southern Egypt, coordinated by UNESCO, researchers from Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland collaborated on a series of archaeological campaigns between 1960 and 1964. Known as the...  
  

      
      
      Rock Art of the White Sea
  
  
      Recording, analysing and interpreting the art of prehistoric fisher-gatherer-hunters in Southeastern Scandinavia.  
  

      
      
      Science @ Tarquinia
  
  
      The project Science @ Tarquinia aims to provide the complementary scientific support for the long-standing study of the ancient Etruscan city of Tarquinia by the University of Milan. This Unesco World Heritage site is well known for its magnificent painted tombs, its city walls, the Temple of Ara...  
  

      
      
      Szazhalombatta, Hungary
  
  
      A Bronze Age fortified tell settlement on the right bank of the river Danube 30km south of Budapest.  
  

      
      
      The Contemporary Archaeology of Agriculture in Elgeyo-Marakwet Kenya
  
  
      Agriculture in Africa faces multiple challenges. Climate extremes, ecosystem degradation and population growth continually prompt calls for the urgent transformation of food systems. Mainstream attempts remain focused on modernising paradigms in ways that overlook historic and contemporary...  
  

      
      
      The Freedom Villages of Senegal: Examining the Intersections of Heritage, Arts, and Contemporary Antislavery Campaigning
  
  
      This is a pilot project aimed at developing an interdisciplinary approach to research on the legacies of enslavement and emancipation in Senegal, West Africa. The project is situated within the context of renewed archaeological engagements with local communities and paralell changes in...  
  

      
      
      The role of traumatic mortality in late human evolution from an integrated non-invasive bioarchaeological and taphonomic perspective
  
  
      Traumatic death affects our daily life, but how did traumatic mortality affect human behaviour from an evolutionary perspective? TRAUMOBITA aims to understand how traumatic mortality among prehistoric humans shaped our behaviour during the Late Pleistocene to the Middle Holocene. Confirming that...  
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